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How it all started
The idea for Talk Like a Pirate Day popped up3 
in 1995 in Oregon when two Americans John 
Baur (nicknamed Ol’ Chum Bucket*) and Mark 
Summers (nicknamed Cap’n Slappy*) all of 
a sudden started to talk like pirates. That means 

they put on a growling4 accent and used special 
pirate’s vocabulary. Thinking it was a good joke 
they told Dave Barry, a humour columnist5, 
who then promoted this new celebration in 
the media. Unexpectedly, the crazy holiday 
caught on6. And what started as a joke 
became an international holiday, with a huge 
following7 in the USA and UK.

Speaking like a pirate
On the big day, fans of pirate lifestyle wear 
costumes, have parties, concerts and speak 
piratese*. There are a few simple rules to 
speak like a pirate.
•	 First, double all of your adjectives, pirates 

never say a ‘big ship’ but rather a ‘great, 
grand ship’ and they never say ‘never’ they 
say ‘No. Nay, Ne’er’.

•	 Second, get rid of all your g’s and v’s so you 
get words like sailin, rowin, ne’er, o’er.

•	 Never conjugate8 the verb to be. It is always 
‘I be’ and ‘you be’.

As regards manners, forget ‘please’ and ‘thank 
you’. Pirates don’t use polite language.

Undeserved9 popularity? 
You may ask yourself why people would want 
to become a pirate for one day. The real pirates 
were murderers and pillagers10. But as the 
historian Marcus Redker says the appeal lies 
elsewhere11. “Pirates were the freest men on 
the earth.” So September 19th is simply the day 
to be a bit wild in dress and language.
Sonia Marshall (UK)

Pirate-English 
dictionary
ahoy – hello
avast – stop and pay attention
aye – yes
booty – treasure
grog – a pirate’s favourite drink
landlubber – a land lover or someone 

who is not used to the sea life
me hearties – a typical way for a pirate 

to address his crew
yo-ho-ho – pirate laughter

VocaBUlaRy
1 high sea – volné moře
2 maritime ["marItaIm] – námořní
3 to pop up – objevit se
4 growling [graUlIN] – vrčivý
5 columnist – autor sloupku v novinách
6 to catch on – uchytit se

7 huge following – hodně fanoušků
8 to conjugate ["kQndZUgeIt] – časovat
9 undeserved [VndI"z@;vd] – 

nezasloužený
10 pillager ["pIlIdZ@r] – plenitel
11 appeal lies elsewhere – přitažlivost 

spočívá v něčem jiném

GloSSaRy*

Ol’ Chum Bucket – Ol’ is short for ‘old’ 
and chum is an old-fashioned slang 
word for ‘friend’. Maybe the name 
‘Bucket’ means he drinks a lot of rum. 
Pirates have a reputation for being 
drunk a lot of the time.

Cap’n Slappy – Cap’n is short for 
‘Captain’. Maybe he’s called Slappy 
because he gets into a lot of fights. 

piratese – the language of pirates; the 
ending –ese is sometimes used to form 
nationality adjectives and languages 
from country names, e.g. Chinese, 
Maltese 

Ahoy, Me Hearties

For a long time pirates have 
fascinated people. They 
travelled the high seas1, 
searched for gold treasure 
and dressed like Jack 
Sparrow. Recently, a holiday 
has even been invented to 
celebrate these maritime2 
types. So, if you are a pirate 
fan, September 19th is the day 
to live out your dreams as 
it is international Talk like 
a Pirate Day.

Talk like a Pirate Day

The outfit of a modern pirate includes 
a bandanna (scarf for the head), vest, 
striped T‑shirt and a gun as an accessory.


